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ABSTRACT

KEYWORDS

Understanding user behavior and predicting future behavior on the
web is critical for providing seamless user experiences as well as
increasing revenue of service providers. Recently, thanks to the remarkable success of recurrent neural networks (RNNs), it has been
widely used for modeling sequences of user behaviors. However,
although sequential behaviors appear across multiple domains in
practice, existing RNN-based approaches still focus on the singledomain scenario assuming that sequential behaviors come from
only a single domain. Hence, in order to analyze sequential behaviors across multiple domains, they require to separately train multiple RNN models, which fails to jointly model the interplay among
sequential behaviors across multiple domains. Consequently, they
often suffer from lack of information within each domain. In this
paper, we first introduce a practical but overlooked phenomenon
in sequential behaviors across multiple domains, i.e., domain switch
where two successive behaviors belong to different domains. Then,
we propose a Domain Switch-Aware Holistic Recurrent Neural Network (DS-HRNN) that effectively shares the knowledge extracted
from multiple domains by systematically handling domain switch
for the multi-domain scenario. DS-HRNN jointly models the multidomain sequential behaviors and accurately predicts the future
behaviors in each domain with only a single RNN model. Our extensive evaluations on two real-world datasets demonstrate that
DS-HRNN outperforms existing RNN-based approaches and nonsequential baselines with significant improvements by up to 14.93%
in terms of recall of the future behavior prediction.

Multi-domain user behavior, Sequence modeling, Domain switch,
Recurrent neural network
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INTRODUCTION

With the diversity of web services, today’s users on the web frequently switch from one service to another within short period of
time, which makes their sequential behavior patterns more complex
and diverse. For example, users access to Youtube to watch videos,
use then Google to search information related to the content of
videos and re-access to Youtube to browse videos depending on
their search results in Google even within a short amount of time.
Typically, such sequential behavior across multiple domains1 are
locally and globally correlated. In this paper, we introduce it as
domain switches2 where two successive behaviors belong to different domains, e.g., from Youtube to Google and from Google to
Youtube. Accordingly, from the marketer’s point of view, accurately
understanding domain switches from browsing web pages to clicking/buying items within each domain is an important key when
deciding marketing strategies for each domain.
Nowadays, RNNs have been actively used to analyze sequential
behaviors in the user behavior modeling [1, 12, 27] or recommendation [2–4, 16, 20] fields. They have demonstrated their superiority
to traditional approaches [17, 18] by effectively considering sequential relationships of user behaviors [15]. However, to the best of our
knowledge, existing RNN-based approaches have mostly focused on
only a singe domain scenario of sequential behaviors as illustrated
in Figure 1a. As a result, they require multiple independent RNN
models for domains in order to analyze and predict domain-wise
sequential behaviors for the multi-domain scenario. Unavoidably,
1 In

this paper, domains refer to service categories in a large-scale web service [24, 25].
our two real-world datasets. domain switches frequently occur with the average
ratios, 0.29 and 0.32, of the number of domain switches to the length of sequences.
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